Most model-based molecular phylogenetic methods assume that the sequences 19 diverged on a tree under homogeneous conditions. If evolution occurred under these 20 conditions, then it is unlikely that the sequences would become compositionally 21 heterogeneous. Conversely, if the sequences are compositionally heterogeneous, then it is 22 unlikely that they have evolved under homogeneous conditions. We present methods to detect 23 and analyse heterogeneous evolution in aligned sequence data and to examine-visually and 24 numerically-its effect on phylogenetic estimates. The methods are implemented in three 25 programs, allowing users to better examine under what conditions their phylogenetic data 26 may have evolved. 27 1
which, assuming homogeneous conditions, is asymptotically distributed as a χ 2 variate on 95 ν = c × (c − 1)/2 degrees of freedom, where c denotes the number of unique letters in the 96 sequences' alphabet (for DNA, c = 4). Given X 2 B and ν, it is easy to obtain the probability of 97 getting a test statistic that equals or exceeds X 2 B , given ν (i.e., p = P (χ 2 ν ≥ X 2 B )). In this 98 regard, it is worth remembering that X 2 B = X 2 S + X 2 A , where X 2 S is the test statistic from the the 'offending' sequences, but a color-coded heat map with the observed p-values can. Figure  4c shows the heat map corresponding to the data in Figure 4b . Each pixel is color-coded 159 according to the p-value for the corresponding pair of sequences. Most of the pixels are white 160 because the p-values are ≥ 0.05. Some pixels are yellow, but none of them are darker; this is 161 consistent with the condition under which the sequences were generated.
162
When a heat map differs noticeably from that in Figure 4c , it allows us to identify 163 sequences that are unlikely to have evolved under the same conditions. For example, if all but 164 one of the sequences evolved under homogeneous conditions, then that would result in a heat 165 map where a row and/or column has darker pixels. Z ={z k } = (n 21 , n 31 , n 41 , n 32 , n 42 , n 43 )
Given Y and Z for a c-state alphabet (e.g., c = 20 for protein), it is possible to compute three 194 compositional distances:
and
Here, δ EF S , δ AF S , and δ CF S respectively denote the Euclidean distance, Aitchison's (1986) 196 distance, and a distance metric closely related to Bowker's (1948) matched-pairs test of 197 symmetry, and l is the number of elements in Y and Z. The Euclidean distance measures the 198 distance between two points in Euclidean space, taking no account of sign or scale, so they are 199 not appropriate for count data. One more appropriate metric is that of Aitchison (1986); for a 200 comparison of these distance metrics, see Lovell et al. (2011) . One undesirable property of 201 δ AF S is that it is zero when n ij /n ji is constant, and will be small if this is even approximately 202 so. Because of this, Aitchison's (1986) distance is not suitable for data used to measure lack of 203 symmetry in divergence matrices. Instead, we may use δ CF S , which has the advantage of 204 being able to accommodate that comparisons between different pairs of sequences may be 205 associated with different degrees of freedom (ν). Note that δ CF S ≥ 0.0, and that δ CF S is not 206 an evolutionary distance in the sense that the LogDet (Lockhart et al. 1994; Steel 1994) or 207 paralinear (Lake 1994) distances are.
208
The Nature of Bias in Phylogenetic Estimates
209
It is difficult to detect bias in phylogenetic estimates from real sequence data, but it is well 210 known that bias may manifest itself in at least two ways: 211 1. The topology of the tree (or network) is affected, implying that the length of at least 212 some of the edges (or weights of some of the splits; 'weight' is analogous with length, in 213 the sense of Huson and Bryant (2006)) also will be affected, or 214 2. The topology is unaffected but the length of the edges in the tree (or the weights of the 215 splits in the network) may be affected.
216
Both of these biases are cause for concern, even if only the topology is of interest, because the 217 topology is a discrete entity, whose accuracy often is dependent on the accuracy of the (2010), so it will not be reiterated here.
231
Consider a data set that has been found to violate the phylogenetic assumption of 232 evolution under homogeneous conditions. In such a case, one might wish to know whether the 233 compositional signal has become so strong that it might bias a phylogenetic estimate, unless it 234 is properly accounted for.
235
To demonstrate the benefit of using T and N , we analysed an alignment of five 16S The method is illustrated in the biological example (below).
316
Software 317 The methods described above are implemented in three programs. Homo is designed to analyse alignments of nucleotides, di-nucleotides, codons, 10-and 339 14-state genotypes, and amino acids. If the infile contains sequences of:
340
• Single nucleotides (4-state alphabet), the sequences may be recoded into six 3-state 341 alphabets or seven 2-state alphabets,
342
• Di-nucleotides (16-state alphabet; i.e., AA, AC, . . . , T G, T T ), the sequences may be 343 divided into alignments with 1st or 2nd position sequences,
344
• Codons (a 64-state alphabet; i.e., AAA, AAC, . . . , T T G, T T T ), the sequences may be 345 divided into three alignments with di-nucleotide sequences and three alignments with 346 single-nucleotide sequences,
347
• Amino acids (a 20-state alphabet), the letters may be recoded to a 6-state alphabet.
348
This type of recoding was recently used to study early evolution of animals (Feuda et al. network is highly complex and treelike, with several internal splits many times longer than the 443 alternative splits. This feature implies that the phylogenetic tree reported by Butler et al.
444
(2009) may be affected by a strong and complex compositional signal.
445
To determine whether this is the case, we compared the tree published by Butler et al.
446
(2009) (Fig. 8a) to the compositional tree inferred from D CF S (Fig. 8b) . The important thing 447 to observe here is that five of the internal edges in the two trees are identical. There is no 448 reason to expect the two trees to be more similar or dissimilar to each other than any pair of 449 random trees, so there may be reason to question the accuracy of the phylogenetic tree 450 inferred by Butler et al. (2009) . To ascertain whether there is reason for such concern, we 451 compared the two trees statistically.
452
In practice, we computed δ align for the two trees in Figure 8 as well as δ Align for 999 453 pairs of randomly-generated 18-tipped trees. The latter estimates were needed to generate the 454 null distribution. Figure 8c shows that the δ Align value for the two trees lies well below the 455 distribution of δ Align values for the randomly-generated trees, implying that the trees are 456 significantly more alike than random trees are (two-tailed test, p < 0.002). Therefore, we may Etc.
Figure 1: The phylogenetic signals (i.e., signals in phylogenetic data that, on their own, can generate a phylogeny), partitioned into some of its constituent components. Phylogenetic studies often aim to extract a historical signal from phylogenetic data. However, the accuracy of these studies depends not only on how decayed the historical signal is (Ho and Jermiin 2004) but also on whether non-historical signals have arisen over the course of time. The non-historical signals include the compositional signal (caused by non-homogeneous site patterns in the data), the rate signal (caused by independently evolving sites evolving at different rates), the covarion signal (caused by sites not evolving independently). Non-historical signals may bias phylogenetic estimates unless properly accounted for.
Condition 1 X i = X j for all i ≠ j Implication Compositional heterogeneity unlikely to arise Condition 2 X i ≠ X j for any i ≠ j Implication Compositional heterogeneity may arise Figure 2 : The phylogenetic challenge, illustrated using a nucleotide sequence evolving over a rooted 5-tipped tree with eight Markovian processes (i.e., X 1 , · · · , X 8 ) distributed over the edges. Each site in the sequence evolving over this tree is governed by these eight edge-specific Markov processes. If X i = X j for all i = j, compositional heterogeneity across the descendant sequences is unlikely to arise. Otherwise, it may arise.
Seq1' Seq2' Figure 3 : Rooted phylogenetic tree with the ancestral sequence evolving along the root edge (a) and, later on, at the start (b) and the end (c) of the bifurcation. The evolutionary processes operating over the three edges are marked X 0 , X 1 and X 2 . The corresponding sequences from the three points in time (i.e., t 0 , t 1 and t 2 ) are shown in panel d. y a n u s C a n d i d a _ t r o p i c a l i s C a n d i d a _ d u b l i n i e n s i s C a n d i d a _ a l b i c a n s C a n d i d a _ p a r a p s i l o s i s L o d d e r o m y c e s _ e l o n g i s p o r u s C a n d i d a _ l u s i t a n i a e C a n d i d a _ g u i l l i e r m o n d i i D e b a r y o m y c e s _ h a n s e n i i ≥ 5e-2 < 5e-2 < 5e-3 < 5e-4 < 5e-5 < 5e-6 < 5e-7 < 5e-8 < 5e-9 < 5e-10 < 5e-11 
